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BEE
Just yesterday, my days were
Oblivious of the future
Nothing mattered more
Than what the present had in store
But now that time is ending
It's time to stop pretending
Nothing's gonna change.
Life stays the same, it has to,
Though it's often said
One is bound to dread
Turning twenty one
Though it should be fun
I'm not really done with my days of growing
Turning twenty one
And I've just begun
Desperately to run from the age that's showing
All the tantrums, prayers and tears
Won't erase the growing fear
Of turning twenty one
JOHAN
Just yesterday, your days were
Oblivious of the future
Nothing mattered more
Than what the present had in store
GIRLY
But now that time is ending
It's time to stop pretending Nothing's gonna change.
Life stays the same, gets better,
JOHAN
You will be a star
JOHAN & GIRLY
Sure of who you are
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JOHAN, GIRLY & BEE
Turning twenty one
Really will be fun
When you will be done with your days of growing
Turning twenty one
You will have begun
Shining like the sun from the love that's flowing
GIRLY
All around you from your friends
BEE
All the loving that you send
JOHAN & GIRLY
You're turning twenty one.
BEE
I'm turning twenty one.
JOHAN, GIRLY, BEE
What lies ahead, I wonder Will progress bring us under?
What a cruel curse:
Responsibility and worse
ALL
No more naive excuses
'Cause innocents are losers
In the grown-up world
No place for silly little girls
No time to waste
Sharpen up and face
When you're twenty-one
You will start to run
Surely you'll be stunned by the brilliant future
When you're twenty-one
Baby days are done
But I promise one thing: you will get cuter
Kiss goodbye to precious youth
Dry your eyes, confront the truth
Of turning twenty-one
Turning twenty-one
Turning twenty-one
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